Download / Installation
SPLAT was written in C++ and Qt and works under X11 (which must be installed on your system). It should compile and run on most platforms, and it has been tested under Linux and SunOS 5.8. Sources and executables are available for download at the SPLAT website: http://www.joslinresearch.org/LabSites/Krolewski/splat/.
Precompiled Executables
If you are running one of the operating systems listed on the SPLAT download page, then you can simply download the executable, unzip it, rename it, and skip to section 1.2.3: % gunzip splat.sun58.gz % mv splat.sun58 splat
Compiling SPLAT from source code
Otherwise, you will need to compile the source code.
First, compiling requires the g++ compiler. To check whether it is already installed on your system, type: "g++ -v". If this fails, g++ can be obtained at http://gcc.gnu.org/releases.html.
Second, Qt 3.3.4 is also required. To check whether Qt is already available to you, type "qmake". If this fails, installation files and instructions can be obtained at: http://www.trolltech.com/products/qt3/x11.html.
Next, download the tarred and zipped file splat_1.0.tar.gz from http://www.joslinresearch.org/LabSites/Krolewski/splat/. Execute the following commands at a Unix prompt to unzip and unpack the source files:
% gunzip splat_1.0.tar.gz % tar xvf splat_1.0.tar
This will create a new directory called splat_1.0. Enter this new directory, build a makefile, and compile the program with these commands:
% cd splat_1.0 % qmake splat.pro % make
The resultant program executable is called splat.
Making the executables accessible
To be able to run SPLAT easily from any directory, move the executable anywhere within your path or to /usr/local/bin for system-wide availability. Alternatively, add /<install_loc>/splat_1.0/ to your path 1 , where <install_loc> is the full location of the parent directory.
Additional Scripts
Included with the SPLAT distribution are a couple utility scripts: go.calcibd.gh -can be used to generate the IBD File with GH (assuming GH is installed) go.convertibd.merlintogh -can be used to convert Merlin IBDs to GH format These can be put in your path as well, or copied and adapted.
1 Your path is the line in your .cshrc that looks like:
set path=(. /usr/bin /usr/local/bin /home/dpoznik/bin home/dpoznik/splat/bin)
Example: Running SPLAT on Sample Data
The following step-by-step example of routine SPLAT analysis can be regarded as a brief overview of the program. The data, from a DSP study on diabetic nephropathy (Moczulski, 1998) 
Click
to maximize the likelihood equation across the chromosome and obtain a plot of lod vs. position. 5. In the position popup window, adjust the right-hand limit of the position axis to 70 and click "change."
6. In the main window, pull down the grid resolution menu to select "200 x 200", then click "Grid Search" to generate a plot of the entire likelihood surface at the chromosomal position indicated in the position control panel: 
Files are loaded and analysis options set from dialogs launched within the graphical user interface or from the command line.
SPLAT Files

The Phenotype File
The Phenotype File is the only input file with a format specific to SPLAT: Note that the affection status coding differs from the conventions of Linkage format, where unaffected / affected is coded 1/2. The SPLAT format is much easier for a human to read, and it is quite easy to recode back and forth.
The Output File
The EM Output File contains seven header lines detailing the analysis options selected: These header lines are followed by the numerical output in five or ten columns. For the standard null hypothesis, the output columns are:
(1) Chromosomal location (2-4) Sharing pattern (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 ) (5) Lod score For other null hypotheses, they are:
(1) Chromosomal location (2-4) Unrestricted sharing pattern (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 ) (5) Unrestricted lod score (6-8) Sharing pattern restricted to the chosen null hypothesis (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 ) (9) Lod score for null hypothesis sharing pattern with respect to (¼,½,¼) (10) Overall lod score for divergence from the chosen null hypothesis (LOD.alt -LOD.null)
Generating the IBD file in Genehunter
GH File Formats
Calculating IBDs in Genehunter requires two files: a Locus File containing marker and map information and a Pedigree File containing pedigree and genotype information. These are to be in standard Linkage format.
Locus File
For historical reasons, the Locus File has a complicated format, but there are just a few essential features that need to be adjusted from the following template: Line 1: Replace m with the value n+1 (the number of markers plus one). Line 3: Generate a space separated list from 2 to n+1. Line 8: Replace x with the number of alleles of the first marker, and (optionally) "Name1" with the marker's name. "# Name1" can simply be discarded if desired. Line 9: Replace "f 11 f 12 f 13 ... f 1x " with a list of allele frequencies for marker 1. Let f 11 be the frequency of marker 1: allele 1, etc. It is good practice not to report any allele frequencies as exactly zero. Instead choose a suitably small number. Lines 10/11, 12/13, etc: Follow the format of Lines 8/9 for markers 2 through n. Line 2n+9 (second line from the end): Replace "S 1 S 2 S 3 ... S n-1 " with a list of inter-marker separations in cM. It is important that none are reported as exactly zero. Choose a small value such as 0.01 for very close markers whose actual separation is unknown.
The other values will not influence the calculations, and everything following a "<<" will be ignored.
Pedigree File
Each line of the pedigree file should have 6 2 + n whitespace separated fields, where n is the number of markers. The fields should contain the following:
Field 1: Family Name -can contain alphanumeric characters, dashes, and underscores, but no spaces. Field 2: Individual ID Field 3: Father's ID Field 4: Mother's ID Field 5: Sex (1=MALE, 2=FEMALE) Field 6: Affection Status. Since we are only interested in the IBD statistics, this field is simply a place holder and can be set to zero for each sample. Fields 7/8, 9/10, etc: Pairs of marker genotypes. Missing genotypes are denoted "0 0". *** The genotypes must appear in exactly the same order in which they are *** *** described in the Locus File, with no omissions or insertions. *** Note that the older GH format in which pairs appear like "3-4" is also supported.
Running Genehunter
This manual describes everything needed to generate an IBD file with GH, but the user is encouraged to have a look at the GH documentation for additional details on the program: http://linkage.rockefeller.edu/soft/gh/. As of the writing of this manual, the most recent version of GH is 2.1 (release 6), however any version 2.0 or higher should work, regardless of the small differences in IBD dump formatting.
The script go.calcibd.gh is included with and can be tested on the SPLAT example data (section 1.3). It is a simple script that executes a series of commands within GH when called at the Unix prompt.
% go.calcibd.gh chr03q
It takes a single argument -the name of the data set (in this case chr03q). The script will:
• Start a log file called gh.out The last line of the script uses the Unix utility awk to parse through the IBD statistics, retaining only those for sib pairs. While this is not necessary, it will save disk space -the IBD files can get quite large.
Some Additional Notes on GH and go.calcibd.gh
This script can easily be modified in a text editor, such as vi or emacs. Alternatively, the user could view the file with more to see the commands, and then enter them by hand within GH.
1. The script go.calcibd.gh assumes that the executable for GH is in your path and is called "gh2". If this is not the case, simply edit the script, replacing "gh2" with the full path to GH on your system, e.g. "/usr/local/bin/gh.sun". 2. A GH command which may be very helpful to include is the use command:
use D3S2387 8.92 D3S3050 3.42 D3S3030 8.37 GATA164B08 ... When placed between the load and the scan commands, it allows the user to omit or rearrange markers, or to otherwise change the map without having to edit the Pedigree and Locus Files. If this command is to be used, it would probably be best to copy /<path>/splat/exec/go.calcibd.gh to your local working directory and make the changes there. 3. By default, each sib pair is analyzed at five equally spaced positions between successive pairs of adjacent markers. To change this behavior, see the GH documentation for the increment command. 4. It may also be helpful to use the count recs on command to investigate possible genotyping or map errors. Subsequent releases of SPLAT will allow Merlin formatted IBD files to be read in directly. However, for early releases, please convert to Merlin IBD files to Genehunter format using the script included in the SPLAT distribution. The command:
Generating the IBD file in Merlin
% go.convertibd.merlintogh 22
will read in a Merlin-formatted file named chr22.ibd and create a Genehunter formatted file named chr22.gh.ibd.
File Settings and Batch Processing
From the main window, launch the File Settings Dialogue (Fig. 2.2 ) by clicking the icon on the toolbar. Enter or browse for the names of the Phenotype and IBD Files, and set a name for the Output File. We recommend choosing as descriptive a name as possible. That is, if you intend to compare various phenotype definitions, the Output File should be named something like chr09.pheno2.out. Of course, if you will only be analyzing one phenotype definition, chr09.out would be sufficient.
Fig. 2.2. File Settings Dialog
This dialogue also contains a built-in batch processing option. To run the same analysis for multiple chromosomes, enter something like "chr*.ibd" for the IBD File and "chr*.pheno2.out" for the Output File. Then, simply check the box labeled "Enable Multiple IBD and Output Files" and check-off the chromosomes to analyze. Click "01-22" to select all autosomal chromosomes. The analysis will be run for each chromosome selected, with the two-digit chromosome identifier substituted for the asterisk (*). When Finished, click "OK".
EM Analysis Options
Launch the Options Dialogue (Fig. 2.3 ) by clicking the icon on the toolbar. There are four sections. Note that it is possible to save settings or reload previously saved settings with the buttons at the bottom of the dialogue. 
Sib Pairs
Select the study design -either Affected Sib Pairs (ASP) or Discordant Sib Pairs (DSP). In the first case, all pairs of siblings coded with affection status 1 in the phenotype file will be analyzed. In the second case, all pairs for which one sibling has affection status 0 and the other has affection status 1 will be analyzed.
All other study designs can conform to this set-up. For example, in an Unaffected Sib Pair (USP) study, simply code the phenotype file such that unaffected individuals are assigned a 1 and affected individuals are assigned a 0. The ASP option will cause these concordant pairs to be selected for analysis. For designs such as Extreme Discordant Sib Pairs (EDSP), select DSP. The sole purpose of this option is to select which pairs are to be analyzed.
EM Domain Restrictions
The sharing pattern is a set of probabilities, so it must meet the condition 1
. As such, the problem of calculating (and maximizing) the likelihood has two degrees of freedom (z 2 is fixed for a given z 0 and z 1 ). So in general, the maximum likelihood sharing pattern can be treated as a point on the z 0 -z 1 plane that falls within a triangle defined by:
Depending on the type of analysis to be done, it may be desirable to further limit the possibilities by imposing additional restrictions on the domain of acceptable sharing patterns. SPLAT gives the user the capability to apply any linear set of conditions. The following are the options and the restrictions they implement (one option must be selected): Zhang 1995, 1996; Kruse et al. 1997) This option is for a study design where sib pairs are selected such that for some quantitative trait, one sibling is in the top decile of the population distribution and the other is in the bottom decile. 
EM Null Hypothesis
The standard null hypothesis for sib pair sharing is the point (¼, ½, ¼). However there are several statistics, including the mean sharing test, that instead use a line passing through this point as a null hypotheses. In this case, the program will determine the maximum lod score on this line and subtract this value from the maximum lod score attained in the (restricted) domain at-large, thus measuring the likelihood of the observed deviation from the line. One of the following must be selected: b. Filtering Out Spurious Findings Sometimes rather than restricting the domain, we prefer to calculate unrestricted maximum likelihood sharing patterns. We then zero-out the lod score for each chromosomal position where the resulting sharing pattern turns out to be inconsistent with the expected type of linkage. For example, in our DSP studies, in addition to being discordant for diabetic kidney disease, all pairs of sibs are also concordant for diabetes. This being the case, they show increased sharing (and hence, high lod scores) in chromosomal regions with relevance to diabetes. These peaks can be misleading, so we eliminate them.
There is another situation where using an unrestricted domain may result in potentially misleading lod score peaks. We have found that the sharing pattern may drift away from (¼,½,¼) while remaining close to the line defined by mean sharing of one half. Such a situation is not representative of actual linkage.
To resolve both these issues, it is possible to zero out all lod scores for sharing patterns with mean sharing less than (ASP) or greater than (DSP) a user-defined value in the neighborhood of 0.5. Any value can be entered, but we suggest a value of 0.53 for ASP and 0.47 for DSPs. Doing so should clean up the lod plot by removing spurious findings.
Scanning a Chromosome (or the Genome)
Scanning a chromosome (or the genome) is easy. After following all the setup steps in Chapter 2, simply click the icon labeled "Run EM": . The EM algorithm is used to maximize the log-likelihood equation across the chromosome, according to the file settings and analysis options selected. The results are saved to a file and plotted in the main SPLAT window: lod scores versus chromosomal location. If batch processing was opted for, multiple output files are saved, and the results from the first chromosome will be displayed. To view results for other chromosomes, click , browse to change the output file name, and select the option to "Load Existing EM Output."
A small control panel (Fig 3.1) allows the user to change the axis limits as desired. It also provides a way to scroll through the chromosomal positions to view exact lod score values: backward or forward with the up/down arrow keys or with the scroll bar in conjunction with a mouse click. 
Grid Scanning
A novel feature of SPLAT is that the program makes it possible to view multiple test statistics on a single plot, thus allowing head-to-head comparison which can provide insight into the data. For example, if it is found that a high score for a triangle statistic is accompanied by an unrestricted peak far from the triangle, this could be evidence for genotype error or perhaps phenotype misclassification (Olson, 2004) .
The simultaneous calculation of multiple test statistics is done by performing a grid search. At a specific locus (the position highlighted in the scroll window and labeled with a red dot on the lod vs. position graph), the log likelihood is calculated at each z 0 -z 1 point on a grid overlaying the entire domain of possible sharing patterns, and a colored dot is assigned to indicate the strength of the lod score ( Fig. 1.1) . If, for example, the maximum lod is 3.7, values in the range 3.5-3.7 will be assigned red, 3.0-3.5 will appear reddish orange, 2.5-3.0 will appear orange, and so on down the rainbow to zero. To generate the plot, first select a grid resolution from the pull-down menu, then click the "Grid Search" button (or hit F10). To watch how the contour curves evolve along the chromosome, the user can use the mouse or up/down arrows with the position scroll window to change the selected chromosomal position. Note that the lod surface will disappear as soon as the position is changed, so that there is never an inconsistent pairing. When the desired position is highlighted, clicking "Grid Search" (or hitting the Enter key) will graph the likelihood surface at the new position.
Each time a grid scan is performed a text box pops up detailing maxima subject to various conditions and the corresponding sharing patterns. Table 3 .1 summarizes the notation.
dof:
unrestricted maximum (two degree of freedom) triangle: maximum restricted to the DSP or ASP triangle msh: maximum restricted to the line defined by mean sharing of one half mst lod: lod score for the mean sharing test (2dof -msh) 1 dof: maximum restricted to the line z 1 = ½ (one degree of freedom) xDSPtri: extreme DSP triangle (only relevant for EDSP studies) To calculate an exact lod score at a precise point, click the button labeled "Choose point…". This launches a dialog in which the user can enter values for z 0 and z 1 , then click "Calculate LOD" (Fig. 3.3) . 
Running SPLAT from the Command Line
To run simulations for calculating empiric p-values, or for other reasons, it may be desirable to use SPLAT from the command line. The method of simulating the genotype data is left to the user. Subsequent to this, incorporating GH and SPLAT into an iterative simulation is a straightforward scripting exercise. There are two ways to do this: with command-line flags or with a settings file.
SPLAT with command-line flags: splat [flags] <phenofile> <ibdfile>
Running SPLAT with the -h flag (and no other arguments), "splat -h", will print a help file for command line usage. The options are summarized in Table 3 .2. Please note that for any simulation the Output File should be analyzed or moved within the script, as it will be overwritten with each iteration.
Sib
